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Abstract

For the sustenance of an innovative culture, academic institutions on one hand have to be involved in the continual creation, enrichment and maintenance of contextual educational programmes and on the other hand participate in maximizing speedy transformation of knowledge into tangibles for commercial exploitation. The process of ‘knowledge generation’ and transfer demands innovative frameworks to justify ‘ownership of the developed knowledge’ and ‘benefit sharing’ between contributing partners thereby providing pathways to incubation of minds to markets.

Most often academic institutions coalesce into “Black Holes of Knowledge” with the inadvertent creation of virtual walls inhibiting meaningful knowledge transaction across academic boundaries into the demanding operational space. Institutions of higher learning have to constantly tune and retune their innovation processes develop human resource with core competencies integrated with the ability to manage relevant IPR portfolios as feed stocks into the technology transfer conduits. Effective and productive intra and inter-organisational teamwork to craft and capitalize on opportunities without “reinventing the wheel”, but ensuring freedom to operate enable pole-vaulting of innovations across academic walls.

A model “IPRinternalise®” developed by the author integrates seamlessly ethical practices and IPR in an institutional innovation process by way of a well-structured framework providing an experience-lead platform with value added learning during the process of innovation. “IPRinternalise®” starts at the ‘problem-definition’ phase wherein a knowledge seeker is induced to explore and ethically exploit with acknowledgement of the existing knowledge (prior art), contextually build on it, provide technical solutions to the identified problem, and in the process inculcates the necessary ethics and skills to assess the existing “prior art” in all forms of literature including patents, and subsequently proceeds to create his solutions and obtains protection for his creations.

“IPRinternalise®” can be seamlessly introduced in the academic programmes even at the undergraduate level in an institution of academic excellence such as IIT Kanpur for the creation of a new breed of human resource equipped with 21st century techniques of Knowledge Engineering for innovation management and commercialization for societal progress.
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